Jason Ma 馬良傑 is Founder, CEO, and Chief Mentor of ThreeEQ Inc., a foremost
strategic advisory firm for select high-net-worth families and global businesses. Ma
is a leading member of the B20 (the private sector’s voice of the G20), a renowned
Forbes contributor on leadership, entrepreneurship, education/college admissions,
and mentorship (2011-6, with over 1 million views), and the acclaimed author of
Young Leaders 3.0: Stories, Insights, and Tips for Next-Generation Achievers.
Ma believes that most people have yet to unleash their full potential. His sage
advice, guidance, and network have effected many to achieve great outcomes in
their own life stages and to move towards becoming the best version of
themselves. ThreeEQ’s clients range from driven Gen Z students and their parents
to CEOs and billionaires worldwide.
Private Clients (Families). As a preeminent mentor and elite college consultant
to next-generation leaders, Jason Ma leads ThreeEQ in inspiring and mentoring 1on-1 select Gen Z and Millennial high achievers with caring, high-net-worth
parents to get admitted to elite/Ivy League universities and to pave lucrative
career paths as solid, compassionate next-generation leaders. Ma leads
transforming and unleashing the full potential in ThreeEQ students so that their
happiness, health, and wealth will be above the fold even among their driven
peers. (To additionally serve a broader market, ThreeEQ will soon roll out a new
series of online workshops.) Testimonials abound.
Enterprise Clients. As a trusted, high-powered C-Suite strategic advisor, global
business rainmaker, and executive success coach/mentor, Jason Ma leads ThreeEQ
in helping select global corporates and SMEs make pragmati...
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Testimonials
On behalf of The Asian Strategy & Leadership Institute (ASLI), I would like to
thank you for taking time to share your invaluable perspectives with the
participants at the 8th World Chinese Economic Summit 2016. Your participation
has indeed contributed significantly to the success of the Summit. We certainly
look forward to the privilege of working with you again in our future events.
- Chairman, WCES and CEO, ASLI.

Jason Ma has proven to be an extremely astute company builder and a
respected global business leader.
- Founder and former Chairman and CEO, BEA Systems, Inc. (acquired by Oracle for US$8.5
billion in 2008),.
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